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Abstract
In this paper we determine the graphs chromatically equivalent to the
generalized wheel C 5 + [{n'
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Introduction

All graphs considered here are simple, undirected and finite. For a graph G, we
denote by V( G) its vertex set and by E( G) its edge set; IV( G)I is the order and
x( G) is the chromatic number of G. For a graph G and a vertex x of G, we denote
by dG(x) the degree of x and by NG(x) the set of its neighbors. If a graph G 1 is
isomorphic to another graph Gz, we write G1 ~ Gz . G1 + Gz represents the join of
two disjoint graphs G 1 and Gz, i.e., the graph obtained from G 1 U Gz by adding an
edge between each vertex of G1 and each vertex of G z .
A graph G is said to be k-chromatic if its chromatic number is k; it is k-critical
if it is k-chromatic and X(H) < X(G), for any proper subgraph H of G. Let P(G, A)
be the chromatic polynomial of G. Two graphs G and H are called CfL1'017wtzca:tty
equivalent (or, for
and we write G rv H if
A) =
as polynomials in A. A graph G is said to be chromatically unique (or x-unique) if,
from H '" G, it follows that H ~ G. For an introduction to chromatic polynomials
and for all notation and terms not explained here, we suggest the excellent papers

[8], [9], [10].

If 11" k are positive integers, [11,] is the set {I, ... ,n} and (n h is the falling factorial
n(n-1) ... (n-k+1).
Let t 2:: 3,11, 2:: 1 be two
We denote by
the graph Ct + [{n. Note
that for n = 1, Wl is just the wheel Wt+l and that'is why
is called a generalized
wheel. Dong [6] proved that, for 11, 2:: 1 and even t 2::: 4,
is x-unique. In our
paper, we will consider the case t = 5.
We will make use of the notion of critical graph to establish our result. This
approach for studying chromaticity of graphs was initiated by Koh and Goh [7]. We
*This paper is a part of the Ph.D. thesis written by the author under the supervision of Professor
loan Tomescu at the Bucharest University.
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first list some results related to critical graphs we will need. For their proofs and an
introduction to the theory of critical graphs, we refer to the papers [3], [4], [5] and
to the related chapters in [1], [2].
Proposition 1 Any k-chromatic graph contains a k-critical graph.
Proposition 2 There exists no k-critical graph of order k

+ 1.

The following result is also known (see [11]) and can be proved without difficulty.
Proposition 3 C5

2

+ J{k-3

is the only k-critical graph of order k + 2.

Main Result

It is known that Wi is not x-unique, because it is x-equivalent to the graph R below,
both having the chromatic polynomial (A)4(A 2 - 4A + 5).

R

It follows that W;
R + J{n-l, so none of the graphs W5n is x-unique for n ~ 2.
We will prove that the chromatic equivalence class of W; contains only one graph
non-isomorphic to W;.
f'V

Lemma 1 Let n, p, q be positive integers such that p + q = 2n

+ 2.

Then

Proof: It is not difficult to check that the above inequality is equivalent to (p_q)2 ~

o.

o
Theorem 1 Let n ~ 1 and G be a graph of order n
Go/!- W;. Then G ~ R + J{n-l.

+5

such that G

I"V

W;

and

Proof: Note that G has (~) +5n+5 edges, (~) +5(~) +5n triangles and X(G) = n+3.
Let H be a (n + 3)-critical subgraph of G. If the order of H is n + 5, then, by
proposition 3, we get that H ~ W; and hence G ~ W;, which is not allowed by the
hypothesis. By proposition 2, we deduce that H must be J{n+3. Denote by x and y
the vertices of G that do not belong to H. It follows that G contains 2n + 2 edges
incident with x or y and the number t of the triangles that have at least one vertex
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2(;)

in {x, y} is t =
+ 2n -1. Let p = jNa(x) n V(H)j and q = jNa(y) n V(H)j and
assume p ~ q.
We shall first prove that xy E E(G). Suppose xy ¢ E(G); we then have t =
(~) + (~). On the other hand, in this case, p + q represents the number of edges
incident with x or y and hence p + q = 2n + 2. By lemma 1, we deduce

t > 2 ( ;)

+ 2n -

1,

which is absurd. So xy E E( G) and we get that p + q = 2n + 1. Note now that
:s; n + 2; otherwise, G would contain a complete graph of order n + 4. As p 2:: q,
we have p ~ n + 1. It follows that there are two cases to be taken into account:

p

1. p = n +2 and q = n 1. In this case, H contains at least n - 2 vertices adjacent
to both x and y. Thus:

t2

mw
+

+n -

2 2(;) +
=

2n

and we have derived a contradiction.

2. p = n + 1 and q = n. Let

'r

be the number of vertices in H adjacent to both x

and y. Then

which implies that 'r = n -1. It follows that H contains n -1 vertices adjacent
to both x and y, 2 vertices (say Zl, Z2) adjacent only to x, 1 vertex (say Z3)
adjacent only to y and 1 vertex (say Z4) adjacent neither to x, nor to y. This
implies that the subgraph induced by {x, y, ZI, Z2, Z3, Z4} in G contains Rand
hence G contains a subgraph isomorphic to R + K n - 1 . As G contains exactly
(;) + 5n + 5 edges, it follows that G ~ R + K n - 1 • 0
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